December 21, 2022

MEMORANDUM

To: Licensees and Registrants authorized for radiation sources used in Industrial Radiography

From: Cason Coan, Director, Alabama Office of Radiation Control

Re: Alabama’s Industrial Radiography Certification Program

Alabama has paused its radiography certification program, effective December 1, 2022. We will not accept new applications for the certification program received after this date.

However, if you or an employee of your company applied to Alabama’s program before this date and the window for scheduling an exam through Pearson Vue has not closed, you will be able to schedule your exam. You will receive a certification ID card if you are eligible. If you or an employee of your company need to replace an Alabama-issued unexpired certification ID card, Alabama will provide a replacement after payment of the $20 replacement fee. If you or an employee of your company passed a combination/both exam but qualified for 1 modality (radioactive materials or x-ray), Alabama will provide a certification ID card authorizing both modalities after appropriate and complete documentation is approved by Alabama.

Please note that the States of Texas, Louisiana, Illinois, and Oklahoma among others contract with the same organization with which Alabama contracts, the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD). Please communicate with those states for certification with the CRCPD. Please note that the American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) also provides certification for industrial radiography with its IRRSP program.

Alabama does and will recognize unexpired, valid certification ID cards from other CRCPD-contracting states and from the ASNT. Alabama continues to require that at least one individual at a temporary job site (or one individual for radiography in a vault installation) have, on his/her person, a valid certification ID card authorizing the individual to use the source of radiation in use at the site (i.e. 1/RAM or 3/Combo card for RAM use, 2/X-ray or 3/combo card for x-ray use).

We apologize for the inconvenience. The Alabama program will reexamine our ability to continue the radiography certification program in the near future.

If you have any questions, please call 334-290-6244.